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1 - The screening of the infection with HIV today is:utile and recommended in which situation?
? When we were displayed(exposed) to a risk?? Recommended for all?
2 - What is what the condom concerns only the men(people)?
? REALLY? MISTAKE
3 - Which are the possible modes of transmission of the HIV:
? Transmission mother – child
? Sexual, during protected relations
? By blood way? By the sweat
? By drinking in the same glass as an infected person
? By using razors having served for one person infected
4 - There is a vaccine against the HEPATITIS B:
? YES? NO
5 - Can a single protected report(relationship) be enough for being contaminated by the HIV?
? YES? NO
6-Among these infections what are the ones which are sexually contagious?
? The syphilis? The hepatitis B? The genital herpes
? The papillomavirus? Chlamydiae t.? The gonococcus
? The tuberculosis? The infection with HIV
7-Is the feminine condom also effective as the male condom?
? YES? NO
8 – Does it exist treatments allowing to check(control) the infection with HIV?
? YES? NO
9 - That means the initials TROD?
T:
R:

O:

D:

10 - To whom address for an advice(council), be detected for the HIV and the other sexually
transmitted diseases? Note a place which you know except your doctor, city laboratories:
11 - If we are seronegative in the HIV:it wants to say that our partner is also seronegative in the
HIV?? YES? NO

Answers: QUIZ VIH-IST on 2011 CPMI Caen
Anonyme and Gratuit screening unit, Information Screening and Diagnosis of Sexually
transmitted infections
1-It is recommended and useful be detected for the infection with HIV, however is the situation,
risks or not.
2-FORGERY! It is the affair(business) of all and all...
3-the transmission mother-child, the sexual transmission, the transmission by blood way, by using
soiled objects which can lead(infer) a contamination by blood way, as a razor, a needle...
4-yes, there is a vaccine against the hepatitis B
5-yes, a single protected report(sexual relation) can be enough for being contaminated by the HIV
6-the syphilis, the hepatitis B, the genital herpes, the papilloma virus, the chlamydia t., the
gonococcus, the infection with HIV, are sexually transmitted infections
7-yes, the feminine condom is also effective as the male condom
8-yes, there are treatments allowing to check(control) the infection with HIV
9-Fast Tests of Diagnostic Orientation, the infection with HIV. A fast test can be proposed for the
screening.
10-in an anonymous and free screening unit, a center of planning and educational family, a center of
prevention...
11-not, if we are seronegative in the HIV it does not mean that our partner is negative.

